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This report describes the work performed in support of
the "Fourth Sounding Rocket Heat Pipe Experiment" during the
period March, 1974 through June, 1974. The major emphasis during
this period was directed toward preparing the Experiment for Inte-
gration Test. Test support and evaluation was provided during com-
ponent acceptance tests, and post assembly anal pre-integration tests
at GSFC and at the Laun::n Complex at White Sands, Now Mexico. A
substantial part of the test effort was devoted to establishing
reliable start-up and operational data for the cryogenic axial-
groove methane heat pi pe and its reference control pipe. Related
tests were also performed with an axial-grooire nitrogen heat pipe.
Finally, an analysis was performed to determine the requirements and
applicability of cryogenic heat pipes to NASA coolers.
2.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
The Fourth Sounding Rocket Heat Pipe Experiment consists of
two piggyback payloads carrying 14 heat pipes and experiments. Also
included are three control pipes. The Experiment was launched aboard
a Black Brant Sounding Rocket on October 4, 1974; more than 6-minutes
of "0-g" flight time were achieved. This report describes work per-
formed during the March, 1974 through June, 1974 period; at which
time thE+ payload was being prepared for launch in late May - early
June. Problems encountered in the field with certain timer and
command functions forced a launch postponement until October.
2.1 Experiment Description
The individual experiments and control pipes are summarized
in Table 2-1. Two of the control pipes are plain aluminum tubes
which have a 1.27-cm O. D. and are 91.5-cm. long. The third con-
trol pipe is a flat plate similar to the flat plate heat pipe,
but without a wick. Basic heat pipe geometries inc^ude: ATS -
axial groove aluminum extrusions (4); arterial pipes with and with-
out priming foils (7); flat plate heat pipes (1); and flexible heat
pipes (2). Also included as part of the GFW Experiment is an alum-
inum vapor chamber and a phase exchange material (PCM) aluminum heat
sink. The PCM is eicosane which is used to provide temperature
stability at approximately 37°C. Ammonia, acetone and methanol are
used in the ambient temperature pipes, and methane is the cryogenic
working fluid.
The prime objectives of the Experiment are to demonstrate "o-g"
start-up and operation, and to establish "o-g" performance character-
istics including start-up times, heat transport limits, and thermal
conductances. A total of 172 thermistor divider networks is used to
monitor the temperature data from the individual experiments. Output
telemetry is 0-5VDC analog.Power is derived from a 30-VDC Ni-Cad battery.
Programmed timers and command functions are used to establish the in-
dividual experiment heater power profiles. Selected heaters are also
controlled by thermostats to avoid excessive temperatures. A breakdown
Gf the instrumentation is presented in Table 2-1.
In addition to the temperature measurements t moviecameras are
used to record the performance of the Photographic Pipe and Flat
Plate lit:.-at Pipe. The Photo Pipe is an axial groove geometry which has
a transparent section that covers half of the circumference of the con-
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tdenser section. The objective here is to observe the profiles of
liquid and possibly gas slugs as they accumulate in the condenser.
A number of different liquid crystal patterns were applied to the
heat input side of the Flat Plate. The color response of these
crystals to temperature is used to establish the transient thermal
behavior of this heat pipe.
2.2 Test Support.
During the period Marcie, 1974 through May, 1974, the Exper-
iment was being prepared for a late May-early June launch. Engineer-
ing support was provided during the pre-launch preparation to eval-
uate component and systems tests procedures and test results. she
major effort was in support of the Cryogenic Experiment, and further
discussions will be limited to the work related to this system.
The Cryogenic Experiment consists of an ATS-axial groove ex-
truded aluminum heat pipe and a reference control pipe. Bo 4A- pipes
are charged with methane and are attached to a common aluminum heat
sink. Once mounted within the payload housing (cruciform section),
the entire experiment is covered with foam insulation. A multi-layer
aluminized myiar insulation blanket is placed around the outside of
the foam to guard against radiation from the riot payloa3 cannister
during flight. In addition to component verification tests conduct-
ed prior to installation, various tests were performed to establish
telemetry calibration, transient cooldown and Start-ur, and normal
opr,ration.
2.2.1 Telemetry Calibration
Thermocouples attached a3jacent to the flight thermistors
were used to establish the temperature calibrations for the individual.
telemetry channels. Liquid nitrogen from a dewar attached to the ex-
periment heat sink was used to cool the experiment to approximately
100°K.	 Once temperatures stabilized near 100°K, the liquid nit-
rogen was turned off and the system was allowed to rise in temp-
erature at a rate consistent with parasitic heat inputs from the
ambient. Temperatures and output telemetry voltages were recorded
simultaneously as the system increased in temperature to 160°K.
This then established the temperature versus voltage calibrations
for the telemetry networks. The calibrations were essentially linear
for all channels between 100 and 130°K, increasing from approximately
1.5 to 3.5 -volts over this .,-ange. The corresponding sensitivity is
about 0.06 v ji is/°C.
2.2.2 Transient Ccx)ldown and Start Up
The Cryogenic Experiment requires that the system be
cooled to approximately 100°C just before launch. Methane has a
freezing point of 88.7°K and its critical temperature is 191.1°K.
Consequently, if the system was cooed much below 100°K, the vapor
losses associated with transDorting the parasitic heat leaks were
sufficiently large to cause "dry-out" at the upstream end of the
evaporator. Too much cooling would ultimately result in freezing
the methane in the condenser section. Large gradients between the
evaporator and condenser ends would result in long start-up times
which could have exceeded the 6-minute "o-g" flight time. Hence,
overcooling was to be avoided. On the other hand, although less
significant, if the experiment were inadequately cooled, the temp-
erature could rise to a level above which "burn-out" would occur when
subjected to flight power profiles. The 100°K start-up level proved
workable, and was accomplished by On-Off regulation of the liquid
nitrogen.
if)
the 90 - 110°K range. Details of the tests and test results are
presented in Ref. 2. Basically, because of the relatively low
static height for nitrogen with this groove geometry ( .4- 0.25-cm
in the 90 - 110"K range), there was a tendency for puddling to
occur even at very slight elevations. This puddlino tended to
obsc-are the performance and did not permit reliable extrapolation
to "o-g" transport limits. The results point up the need for
grooves which provide greater static heights (i.e. smaller ef.i:.:t-
ive pumping radius) if this geometry is to be used in applications
below 100°K.
2.4 Application of Beat Pipes to NASA Cryogenic Coolers.
An analysis was performed and available test data reviewed
to determine the applicability of "state-of-the-art" cryogenic heat
pipes to NASA radiant coolers, which operate in the 80 - 100°K range.
The results of this study are published in Ref. 3, which is provided
as Attachment A.
In general heat pipes offer a number of practical advantages
in cryogenic radiant cooler systems. However, the parasitic heat loads
to the heat pipes require cooler sizes larger than presently used by
NASA in the 80 - 100°K temperature range. An optimum heat pipe/radiant
cooler will utilize heat pipes that are as small as practical consist-
ent with satisfying transport requirements. The "1-g" test requirements
will generally dictate the heat pipe's design. Projected transport re-
quirements for heat pipes in cryogenic NASA coolers are approximately
3 w-m. This requirement along with the need to obtain me.3ningful "1-q"
test results leads to composite wick designs. Axial grooves mig ht also
be used but they would have to be desiqned to provicb 2-3 times more
Dumping in order to avoid "1-q" puddling and obtain good test results in
2.2.3	 Normal Operittion
Tests were also conducted to establish the operation
of the system with fliqht heat loads applied.	 These tests were con-
ducted with the system in a vertical reflux mode and horizontal.
The horizontal	 tests give close simulation of "o-g" behavior, where-
as the vertical tests were performed to establish baseline data for
the vertical test conducted prior to launch when the rocket and pay-
load were in the tower. The Cryogenic Experiment is oriented in the
ref lux mode in the payload to avoid excessive dry out which as men-
tioned before would inhit: . .t start up.
Both pipes Lave approximately 65-watts applied for the
first 60 seconds in "o-g". This heat load along with the parasitic
heat input is sufficient to evaporate all of the fluid inventory in
60 seconds, and will cause a partial dryout of the pipe. It is
applied to permit a demonstration of "o-g" cryogenic start-up. After
the first 60 seconds a nominal heat load of 14 watts is applied to
each pipe.
A detailed discussion of the pert ,rmance of this ex-
periment is presented in Ref, I.
2.3 Nitrogen Axial Groove Heat Pipe Tests
Ground tests were conducted with an ATS-axial groove -xtrusion
charged with nitrogen to further characterize the behavior of this
geometry with cryogenic fluids. The tests were conducted in a vacuum
chamber at the GSFC Thermal Laboratory. The tests consisted of ob-
taining maximum heat transport versus elevation data for operation in
1. Harwell, W., et al. "Cryogenic Heat Pipe Experiment: Fliqht
Performance on a Sounding Rocket," AIAA Paper No.75-729,May, 1975.
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the 80 - 100°K range.
t
Nitrogen and oxygen are the best fluids for operation
over these to^
	
	 mperatures. An analysis was performed to determine
their performance with an optimized composite slab geometry. The
composite slab was selected over an arterial design because it
can provide more reliable priming. Results of the analysi in-
dicate that a 1.27--cm O.D. pipe will be required to meet the
3 w-m transport with nitrogen. Although approximately 8 w-m can
be obtained with this pipe at 80°K, its performance becomes mar-
;	 ginal at 95°K. Oxygen on the other hand can provide an optimized
performance of 30 w-m at 80°K which decreases to 19 w-m at 100°K
with a 1.27-cm pipe. Even with oxygen, however, the 3 w-m require-
ment can only be satisfied over the temperature range with pipe
diameters of 1.0-cm or larger.
2. Dennis Hewitt, Master's Thesis, University of Maryland,
May, 1974.
3. Sherman, A. and Brennan, P., "Cryogenic and Low Temperature
Heat Pipe/Cooler Studies for Spacecraft Application." AIAA
Paper No. 74-753, July, 1974.
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Abs tract ett Effective emissivity of inulti-layer insulation
i around a heat pipe
Several importar. conclusions can `:e urawn from an
+	 analysis of an 80 - 100°K radiant cooler/heat pipe system go Gravitational constant
1	 for NASA spacecraft applications. 	 Within reasonable
temperature excursions, nitrogen heat pipe fluid prop- h Heat pipe elevation
erty variations have little effect on system performance.i This allows the system to operate over a range of cooling y s StPtic elevation head
loads with the cooler temperature controlled by a heater.
The system size and weight are strongly dependent upon hf Heat of sublimation of primary solid cryogen
heat pipe length and diameter because of the parasitic
load effect.	 Present d:,y NASA coolers could not accom- h: heat of sublimation of secondary solid cryogen
modate a practical heat pipe because of this effect, and
larger heat pipe cooler s ystems would be required in the k Heat pipe permeability
80 - 100°K range, An optimized heat pipe for this system
is one whose diameter is as small as prr. 'ical, but con- K I Radiation heat transfer coefficient from the first
sistent w'th the transport and primim, r­!-A - -,ments im- stage of the cc,oler to the patch
posed by ground testing and the zero- , 	  ttion. The
composite slab wick configuration app, 	 offer a reli-. K, Conduction heat transfer coefficient from the
able, "state-of-the-art" heat pipe :vith adequate capacity first stage to the pa:cn for a radiant cooler
to meet both present day and projected NASA radiant
cooler applications, lleat pipe diameters on the order of K 3 Thermal conductance of cooler patch mount
1. 0 ern have theoretical transport capabilities greater
than 2. 5 w-m In the 80 - 100°K temperature range Avith Ki Ki for a reference-point cooler
conventional composite slab wicks and nitrogen o
	
_+xygen
wrorking fluids.	 An analysis of a solid cryogen/l, -	 pipe/ K2 KZ for a reference-point cooler
radiant cooler system indicates that,	 for special applica-
tions, this system provides a weight savings when com- K(TP) Beat pipe effective conductance
pared to a two etage solid cryogenic cooler.
K'(;p) dIK(TP)I /dlP
Nomenclature
V Length of cylindrical primary cryogen
A,	 Effective heat transfer area of secondary c•,yo-
gen shroud L^ Heat pipe condenser length
AP	 Radiant cooler patch area ! Heat pipe evaporator length
Ap	 Radiant ec.oler patch size for reference-point '.	 iP Heat pipe length
cooler
Lr Heat•pipc transport length
AuT	 Ileat pipe parasitic load heat transfer area
= AI^tPhtP M^ Mass of secondary solid cryogen
A,,	 Vapor flow area Ne Liquid transport factor
A.	 Wick cross-sectional area pt Ileat pipe liquid kinematic viscosity
Dig V
	
Hydraulic diameter of vapor flow p,, heat pipe vapor kinematic viscosity
DICP	 Ileat pipe diameter QA Albedo heat input
t P	 Radiator patch emissivity Q^.oNU Conduction load•'rom first stage of radiant
cooler to the patch
i	 Effective unussivity of multi-layer insulation of
solid cryc 6l, Earth heat input
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Figure 1a. Cryo-Diode Application
QHr	 lfeatpipepanaslticload
QL	Cooling load (o, g, detector heat dissipation)
Qor	 Optical port load
QRAO	 Radiation load from III rat stago of radiant cooler
to die patch
(61.,tr) float pipe transport capability
05IAmAe float pipe transport requirement
Qy.	 Solar heat Input
,
Effective pumping radius
Radius of cylindrical primary cryogen
IAquid density
PrlmRry cryogen density
Boltzma nn's Constant
liquid surface tension
Ambient temperature (204°K)
Average temperature of heat pipe
Cooling load (a, g, detector) temperature
Mission time
Temperature of solid cryogan cooler inner shell
temperature
Radiant cooler patch temperature
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Figure lb. Ilybrid Coolers Employing Heat Pipes
A review of the literature shows an increasing
amount of work on low temperature Rent pipes,
Drem al (2) of al, obtained 77*K daia for nitrogen heat
pipes with axial grooved mid arterial wick configurations,
while Wright (1 ) of al, report on the development of a low
temperature heat pipe/radiator and heat pipe transport
system for detector cooling. Min axial groove wick goom-
etry is employed in the latter reference, while Freon-14
is used in lice radiator pipes (130°x), and methane Is
employed in the transporters (130 - 150°K). Murray (3)
shows test data for 2-watt methane heat pipes at 110°K
which employ a wire cloth wick. Extensive performance
data for an extruded axial groove geometry charged with
oxygen, methane and ethane and operated in the 10L. -
200'IS range is presented in Reference 4,
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.1'ih 	Radiant cooler first stage temperature 	 The prime purpose of the present work is to examine
•	 cryogenic heat pipe/cooler feasibility II the 80 - 100°K
T	 Primary solid cryogen temperature 	 temperature range and ht the regimes of operation re-
`	 quired for NASA spacecraft. Present requirements within
these regimes are
Introduction	 1) cooling load of less than 1-2 watts per cooler,
Potential applications for cryogenic or low tompara- 	 2) small detector/heat pipe interface area,
tuna heat pipes aboar,lspncecmtt include -	 3) high systems relioh,`lity and long lifetime oprr-
- 1) the coupling of one or severaldetectors to indi-ill 	 ations.
vidual or multiple passive and/or active coolers,
2) lsotnermallzatlon of radiant coolers (P
3) cryo-diode applications (c, g. Figure IA),
4) coupling of optical packages to coolers, and
5) hybrid cooler systems (o. g. Figure lit).
Cryogenic heat pipes might also find application ra filter-
face components between radiators mid large mIL.dple
detector arrays, or to provide for detachable detectors
And/or radiators for shuttlo resupply.
2
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The cooling capacity of practical radiant cooler- is
very low In this temperature range, and very temperature
sensitive. Detector performance is also strongly depend-
cut on temperatures. In this regime. It Is, therefore,
important to understand the interplay of the beat pipe and
Its effects on overall system porfornhsnec. As will be
developed, tie heat pipes' size and thermal conductance
directly Impact the cooler design. Finally, a change in
heat load could alter the radiant cooler temperature and
thereby ehangc die heat pipes' operating characteristics.
Since candidate cryogenic. fluids for tie . range of Interest
experience changes In (lair properties for relatively
small temperature changes, it is imperative that these
heat pipe characteristics be known and predictable.
As the systems -)art of thlc stilly developed it became
clear that an evaluation of past and potential cryogenic
heat pick types v as requi: ed, This was done by analysis,
dal. review, and some new l.sting. F.'mphasis on tills
evaluation was put on nitrogen heat pipes, althtnigh oxygen
pipes were considered. ilopefully, the results of this
evaluation, together with the systems studies, will point
Lire wily towards the gyp-s of heat pipes which (rc ptacti-
c•al lur these low temperaturer ture ran4e applications.
Finally, in an Wort to identify possible new low
temperature heat pipcicouler systems, a brief analysis
is presented to indicate the feasibility of a hybrid solid
cn•ogen /passive cooler system which employs a low tem-
perabire heat pipe.
Radiant Cooler i lleat Pipe Eystem
( ;vncral Configu ration
Figs re 2 shots a general schematic of a low tem-
petaLu•e or cryogenic heat pipe/.udi:utt cooler system.
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'	 Figure 2. Schematic of 1L•:diant Cooler/lleat r	 System
1)p i cally the cooler is constr'ueed is two s r .,ges. The
first stage consists of a cone with a highly refs cti,c 	 `
inner surface anti a radiator which cools the c•oi e t•
17WK. The purpose of the c ,me is to shield the I itch
from the spacecraft and earth, or to reflect shallow-ankle
snit input out of the cooler before it reaches the patch.
Further isolation from the spacecraft is obtained :)y
mounting die patch to the first stage with low conductive
supports. If shielding from the spacecraft is not rLquire(1,
and th n-e is no stn input to the cooler, the second stage
cone (-all be eliminated and a deployable door attached to
the mouth of the first stage can be used to block the patch
'iew of the earth.
_._ — T —
( ()I). a small diameter heat pipe (e.g. 3 mm) would
rerl ydre a larger cooler than is presently being employed,
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Figure 3. Parasitic Load vs. ch DW LOW
The effect of heat pipe size and parasitic load on
required patch area is estimated in the foll-o- ring analysis
for a cooler without a cone. An energy bal-a nce for the
patch, : ,glecting earth, albedo, and solar input yields
Ot $1 P =6^Y' 6CONU +6R AU +6111- i 61.	 (1)
where
QIIr I  -TPl	 C-)
and
	
6RAU = K t (79 1 - Tp)	 (3)
For coolers presently in operation the components
recluliing cooling (e.g. detector) are mounted directly to 	 61-ON1) = K ' a,I -To t	 (4)
the patch, 11te addition of a cryogenic )lent pipe into die 	 Now, taking present (La) NASA coolers as a reference
system, while allowing; greater flexibility in sp., rralt	 point we assume thatinstrument design, introduces new problems and
limiLitions whirh must be ecrisidcred, 	 KI = Ki (A /A;)	 (5)
Parisitte Loads Kx	 K^IA/Ap)r 	 (t )
A - • urve of the parasitic load impressed upon a cry-
ogenic prat pipe aboard wi :unbicnl temperature space-
craft Is shower In Fignire 3. The apprvximatc heat rcjcc-
lion capacity of flit , patch of present-day NASA radiwit
coolers is also show •ir in this [ ti ire. It Is clear that even
for good values of inulti-layer e ffective emissivity
UtEX
	3
OF ^' ^ `SA GE IS
Combining c luations (1) Uirough (6)
Ut_ " 00P +ow(cII D11P Ill P l(Tt - 1r	 7Ar	
l l( )
-h;,Ap(Trl-1,,,-k2JA;(Tel-1r)•(,t1,Ir
A plot of equation (7) is shov:n in Figure 4. 	 11n • ref- An energy balance for a cooler patch (without a
erence-point cons[ inth were taken at their values for a cone) yields:
typical present day NASA cooler. Also, the figure shows
two cases (dotted lines) whichr+present the extreme Qur +AI L +f ll oA	 (7 ►. -'14)+ K, ( -1 4	 _14
values for a D ill, which are of interest here.
+1^:(1i1- 1,.1+ ^1^L1++^k+(,IJ- oEPAI^Ip 	 (A)
Figure 4 can be used to estimate the radiant miler
patch area re(Itiired for a heat pipe/cooler system with a Assuming T	 Q	 n	 t	 o be constant,^ 	 AI M^ ``I^^ ^UY^	 1J t	  ^ 1 p in g
given optical and detector load. 	 For example, for a pros- the diff-rential, and rearranging
cat day cooler with	 fixed load of about 20 mw tike curves
show that P. 50 cm 1 patch .'s rcyuire.l.	 If a 1 meter long,
6. 3 mm 0. D. heat pipe with C-111= . 01 is included ill file dl	 =	 dQl	 (9)
system the patch area increases to 240 cmr, P	 4ucuAng1' 4 4K 1T 3 * K, 1 4uAPEP13
3600 --T--T—T 	 -T--T --
Now, for the heat pipe in the cooler/heat pipe system3400 .
3200 -	 -
I
_(1L 4'&_ I UA,,, (Tf -1,', ) = h(TP IJL -T' )	 (10)
3000
	 ,
2800 -	 T„ = 165°K
T,.= 100°K
or
QL	 'hc-1P)„A„ro( ^2f,W EH
.
.O2 1P + 	 +-A(1P) -7L	 (11)1:IfPl240L	 O . 1.27 CM 0/2"1
2700	 L : 1829 CM (6')	 1
tiol	 1  Differentiating (11) yields:
^
W 1800	 Q^4 d[Q	 1	 (Q,_ , V	 l ,oA 11 , 1 1 -	 [IIoA111 7Y ► IR (l1.) )
•
i
 ^p^ 1600 i qoQ dl	
- [
	 J +	 [l -L - ^^^	 -
P	 (F: (lr)('
ti
CL	 14W 1I/	 ^`'	 ^^	 I
1200 r 	 v•	 Our
-	 )AinTP I-Zftt
qo	 .,'^	 , dl	 (13)
—K(TP)	 J	 e
1000	 I	 Q^	 1I	 I
SW l	
^°Q.	
I	
-
I Combining (9) and (12) results in
400
	
I	 i7.	 005 dl	 = r d l^ 	 1 {	 I	 tO!	 Ill l ,I _ 14tuA Ik, TI 1((:'11'..1 )j	 0	 32 CM ( lib")
	
t t	 K(T,.t	 L	 jh(T )J12110	 I	 L=914CM (3') 	 1
2(110A	 14	 t.1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6
-	 K(TP I	 1i I,'AI,IIi • 4..	 1	 +K,	 4oc P A k 1 ) J
( f H D ili, 	 CM
• Equation (13) shows the influence of various factors
Figure •1.	 Radiant Cooler Patch Area vs, c„ 111,,,1.,,,, on the_ cooling load change in temperature. ilke firA terin
ill
	 is the increase in T L	 due to a higher heat
Figures 3 and ; illustrate that because of the inhcr- tnu ►sfer in the heat pipe. The first term ill 	 second set
ant parasitic loads, a cryogenic heal pipe/radiative of brackets repre ,nts the increase in T, due to an
cooler combination must be considered as a syslcm, increase in T,,, while the	 KI (1',, ) term take into account
rather than as an addition of a cryogenic heat pipe to all property change of the heat pipe fluid. 'ihe last term
existing radiator. Also, larger radiant coolers than are in the s^coed set of brackets corrects for the decrease In
prc:sEntly being developed are retlu.'red to aeaomnrodate parasitic load to the heat Pine with a rise in T P .
both the fit-at pipe and the larger cooling loads of future
• applications.	 Finally, it should be noted that as the cooler As an example, consider the following conditions
temperature level increases, the effect o` the heat pipe
on system pe-formanee becc.mes Tess significant because
r
Ev	 .95
its parasitic losses decrease whereas the cooler capac-
ity Increases. I'^,	 r,.. h
Tp	 = 100• K •--THPCooler Scnsltivl .y
Dort	 = 50 mwThe thermal conductivities of cryogenic fluids gen-
erally decrease with temperature. Thcrelore, a higher- ()L	 - 10 mw
tluLn -expected c(toling load wouh) result in an i ncrease in
load temperature due in troll, n higher !wal pipe lemperl- 1-:arth, albedo, solar input = 0
tune drop and an increase fit
	 cooler temperature,
It was felt that this Interactin., warranted sonic analysis, * Assume 7 • ,, r_ 1'P
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Then, frunh equation (13)
dTi
d()1
In this ;)articular example dT l /dot is primarily
dependent on patch tc•inperabrre rise: because the para-
sitic load and fluid thcrnhal conduct.vftY effects are small
and tend to cancel out. in general, then, for nitrogen
local pipes, the load temperature is primarily a function
of patch temperature and Gte system cc i readily lie con-
trollied by a heater on the path.
From a systems viewpoint, equation (1,'I, as well as
the integrated heat balance equations (8) and ill;, are
useful in predicting first approximation ; to lit-at pipe/
cooler performance ano thennal design trade-off
considerations.
licit Pipe Requirements
It is obvious from the previous system's analysis that
a heal p!pe/radiator cotil •r will be optimized by using as
small a diameter heat pipe as possible. In these applica-
tions, heat pipe diameters should be minimized within
practical fabrication limits and the. following design
criteria:
1) Satisfy thermal conductance (AT) requi rements
2) Satisfy " 0-g" transport requirements
3) Permit meaningful " 1 -g" testing
The heat loade and consequent:y the tcmpe?;&irc
drops experienced in these applica t ions are mink tl.
For those instances where the heat flax may be too high
the diameter -)f the heat pipe can be enlarged in file evap-
orator and/or condenser section to accommodate the A T
requirement.
The last two criteria relate to the  transport capa-
bility of the heat pipe. In this regard, because - f (lie
rather small heat loader, such limits as sonic vapor,
constrainment, etc. , do not apply and the transport cap-
ability of the heat pipe is determined b 1v the conventional
capillary pumping limit. (l')
L1 order to establish whether a particular heat pipe's
transport capability is adequate, une must first determ:n,,
the lranspy)rt requirements associated with the applica-
tion. For the simple case of a single evaporator and
condenser at opposite ends of the po pe u''th a parasitic
10ad applied over the 1'cngth of the pipe
(QI I KIQU =(Qo p r 4 Qnpl('/rL,)4 IQuri I-r +Q it p('4L i )I
+ Mop I. +QnP)WiLc)	 (15)
In many of Uic• s ,
 applications the evaporator and
condenser 'engths will be small compared t,, the total
length and therefore a conservative approximation of the
tmuhsport requircnteat is
(QL)Ktoo ? IQo l..t +VQuP 1 L ill,	 (16)
It is Interesting to note that in this case, because of
the significance of the parasitic heal load, the transport
requirement be-ones a function of 1. NJ. , versus thelinear depe pdence commonly experienced when parasitic
losses are negligible.
'flee transport requirement is presented in Figure 5
versus h ^at pipe length with Qopy and (e D) iii, as param-
eters, if a 'S-M long r 1.27-cm O. D. he-'. pipe were
employed in present 1\AS,',applications (t) OPT ^ 25 mw)
it would have to accor,hmncllte a transport requirement
of approximately 0. 55 w. - nt. The transport requirement
for the same pipe with a projected roc-+ Pct,rr load of 0.:, by
'.would increase to 1. S tv-m.
i	 i	 t	 i
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NrA, Figure 5. Trtnsport Requirements for a
heat Pipe/It.idiant Cooler System
These transport requirements are relatively low
even for cryogenic fluids. The 1. 27-cm O. 1). axial
groove and art. vial heat pipes tested in 11eference (2)
both have measured transport capabilities vtith nitrogen
at 80°K in excess of 15w-nil. The capacity with oxygen
could he almost twice as high. Although these pipes have
high transirhrt capability, they do, have inherent problems.
Present clay arterial pipe: still have not demonstrated
reliable start-up. The exibtng axial groove geometry
has very Ibw static heights v%ith o,, ;gcn and nitrogt n o
 and
puddling effects obscure the "1-g" test data. (a) liomog-
eneous and composite slab nicks (7) have proven relia-
bility anti are potential alternatives to the artery and axial
groove provided that they have adequate transpori
capability.
As regards the choice of working fluids, in addition
to nitrogen and oxygcb other candidates for the 80 - 100°K
range :ire fluorine, carbon monoxide, argon :,nd methane.
however, fluorine and carbon nonoxide present serious
safely problems, argon has too narrow an operating tem-
perature range and methane's freezing point is 98. 7°K.
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Alethanc also experiences high vapor losses and start-up
problems up to approximately 100°K. As a result, nitro-
gen will oxygen represent the best choice and are the only
fluids c'onsidercd in the subst-queul analysis.
Cross sections of horizontal, homogeneous and com-
posilc slab wick designs art` prejentell in 1''ig ire G. The
analysis negIvets fillet How and assumes that the sec-
ondary wick does not affect the tral,sport capability of the
system. With these assurnotiorv^, the transport capability
(Q1. ril ) for a slab heat pipe with uniform flow areas and
Nick properties is given by (6)
'k A
IVLr1f 1 = 	" I'^Nt,(1 +111
	
(17)
P
where "perfect wetting" has been assumed and
1R
11 — —
vt L r A,
and for a h •)rizontal slab geometry
h=-^ rP 1)111'	 rph
-- 
h	 )	 (19)
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Figure G. Honulgeneous and Composite
Slab Wick Designs
In older to provide reliable and easily interpreted
1-g la 1 results, as well as accommodate projected re-
quiremenls the hori ontal slab geomet ry should satisfy
the following criteria:
1) Static height (Ih ) _Z^: 1. O-cm a 1)111,/2
2) Transport capability -3. 0 w-in o 0.'L-cm fit-at
pipe elevation (factor of two t -sign margins)
3) The comfx)sile slab should self-prime at clewa-
lions ;0 0. 2-cm 1. 1)1111/2
Thu' ft'st criterion is applied k, gunranle •` that the
wick will notbegin lc, drahh at ver y sha lo\\ elevations
and result in puddling cflcets. This criterion is satisfied
If
For a O.G:I:i -eni O. D. oxygee pip(-a GO mash screen si zc Is
required. Finer mesh sizes are needed to ncc'onlmudate
larger diameters and/or nitrogen. A calculation of the
.-ansport capabili ty basal ou this first con: train[ indt-
cat.:s that at best a 1.'27-cm 0, D. homogeneous slab with
oxygen provides marginal transport (i, c. 3. 0 w-m) over
Ole temperature lunge. Nilrogcn wiAr its lower transport
factor is less than half as good and with a finer mush
ser.. ^n, is evra lower.
The poor perforl, ance of the homogeneous wick is
due to the low pernic'abl.:ty or more appropriatel y
 the
lots ratio of k/r l, associated with the fine mesh size
needed to satisfy the static height requirement. With a
conuNc•-Ate slab, A:e outer layer is a fine mesh screen
that provides tlic capillary pumping, whereas the inner
core is a raore permeable hea\icr mesh whose pore: size
is deternrim •.r by the less stingent self-priming criteriou.
As a resuU composites can provide capacities substan-
tially larger than that afforded b^; the homogeneous con-
figuraVons. 11gure 7 shows the optinuun transport capa-
biliti, s of 1. 27 and 1. 0-cm (). 1), pipes with oxygen and
nitrogen over the applicable temperature range.
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llgu rc 7. "1-g" Transport Capabllit .v vs. TemperatureI
The optirni7 ation is based on tl,dng it wick area
which maximizes the t ransport c'apabilit • . The permea-
bflity of the coarse wick is consistent withh the mesh size
required to satisfy the self-priming criterion (i.e. -3
above), and 200-mesh server is u:;ed for pumping. The
200-mesh wits selected because it sztistirs the ::t-Itic
height requl rement for bed, nuids over the temperature
range. It is also appro y ;nuately the fincsi mesh size that
can he used without h.^.tiny the sr`cond:ux- wiek becoming
the limiting factor. 	 i
The results indicate` that ox ygen can satisfw Ulc pro-
jected t ransport requirement with ciUler diameter heat
pipe. 7'h( , m xinnmr pvt'formanev for the 1. _7-sill 0. 1).
oxygen pipe is appr-oxinratclw :10 \w-111 at 4O'K, which
decrcascs. W 1 . 1 w-nr at 160%. Iligher vapor losses  as
well as Uhc reduced wick area result In a maximum
(111.,,, ) of 5 \w-m for the 1. 0-cm pipe with oxwgcn, The
maximum is reached ; t 95*K whe:r the \a)xrr lose, are
less dominant.
Nitrogcn ha, a liquid lr:msport factor which is about
11,	 ('3I)	 half that of oc 1'I:cn l s n \el' Ihr li mnl'1'allll'1' I'111L'e. In Iddi-
I;
VENT
VENT
Uon Its wicking height factor ( 7) is lower and it therefore
rc'cµtires a finer mesh core to satisfy self-printing • Titicc
combination ru-wilts I n the lower tenipc • rature capability.
At HO"K, (QL,,, ) is apprvximatcly H W-D) and this
decreases to less llsut 2 w-m at 100'K with the 1. 27-cm
O. 1). 71te capacity v.ith the soialle ► • di:une!er is less than
3 w•-in over the entire i-inge. The reduction in capability
between the two di:unc • ters is less pronounced :ter nitro-
gen because it cxpericnees lower vapor losses th:ui
oxygen at these temperatures.
A single,data lxttnt obtained v:itli a comparable 200-
50 mesh composite slab wi!h nitrogen in a 1,'t7-c • nt U. 1).
heat pipe is indicated in Figure 7. This pipe had tit,- wick
olicilted vertically and de,nonslraleu a capability of ab%tut
4 w••m in 1-g tests. Although this is only half of the opti-
mized prediction, it does indicate the potential of the
basic composite slab. A larger wick area in the tt • sl pipe
mould have resulted in higher performance.
Solid Cryogen/itadianl Cooler System
Figime 6 shows schematic Oingrams of bot)i a two
stage solid cryogen and a hybrid sysU • tn employing a
cr;ogvr ic heat pipe. The two stage cooler consists of a
primary cryogen ((!, g, methane at 11WK) and a secondary
cryogen ((-, g, ammonia at 160'x) which vent to space.
11te vent is designed such that the cryogen pressures are
aIways below their triple points. Thus, the cooling proc-
ess IF one of subliniination of the solid cryogcns while
maintaining the load al a constant temperature. 11te sec-
ondary cryogen ma:nt;tins an isothermal sh.ud around
the primary cr'vogcn and thus absorbs all external loads
to the shroud. The I,rimary cryogen then absorhs all
radiative loads from :he shroud, the detector asbcnilAy,
and the condue lwc load from the secondary cryogen con-
tainer to which it is mounted. 11ie secondary cry en
must have a higher lit-at of sublintinalion than the primary
In Order for it to offer a weighs ad%antagu over a single
stage system._ Nevertheless, the weight of Uie secondary
cryogen anu u_ embly can be sub.itantial for long dura-
tion flights,
"ECONDARY
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CRYOGEN
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INSULATION
PRIMARY
SOLID
^RYOGEN
SHROUD
l'igt re 6a. Two Gtage Solid Cryogenic Cooler
A so id cryogen/heat pipe/ radiant cooler s; a !etn as
depicted it Figure 311 might he an alternative to the two
stage cocler. A device of this nature could be used
lJ)oard a spacec• rafl where the environment precludes the
use of a loa temperature radiant cooler ( - 100°i: ), but
would he compalihl'• with .a modt' •atc tempero:urc radi-
alctr ( -16WK ), In this system, the loa temperature heal
pipe and radiator replace the- set,.ndary t Ivogen, The
rhrond mainUins iti temperature• lit •
 lrutsferring its heat
load through the heat pipO to the radi:ttor. The heat pipe
could be wrapped mound the shroud as shown in Figure
bl^, or it eduld intc rfac•e at a sing,:c location. This would
depend ulxtn the particular systcm design and the heal
fluxes. In Utis application, a low tvniperature heat pipe
With poaibly cth:utc as the working fluid (7 ) ++•ould he
used. ]'his type of system offers pitenlialiv longer life
and/or Iti t;hcr load capacities without -,I prohibitive tweit;ht.
The follo %mg analysis was performed to indicate poten-
tial weight savings of tha hybrid system compared to a
two stage solid ctyo l ;cn cooler.
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Figure 61), llcat 1'ipc/Solid Cryogen System
First, an equation for estimating the weight of litc
secondary solid cryogen on it hvo star;, system will be
developed. For a cy lindrically shaped primary solid c ry-
ogen of radi.rs, r, and length, •,
Ar 	 :tai[+r^ ► _ I
^i	 p rr r
	
.
' Y	 P 	
(22)
Now, assuming 2 r = t, and neglecting all but radiative
heat transfer losses, a heat balance on Utc primary cry- A
ogen yields:
I.
f	
^ o(Ti -Tt ) = =	 (23)
^r	
i	 T"
or
r= 3iwt eal l' -T^)	 (24)
Hence,
TNcA,2!GtTP=54tr 
^^vl ^o114-1
4 )^ 	(25)
Again only considering radiant heat transfer for the sec-
ondary cryogen
h^ U^
oc,\ tai -lit' =	(26)1 +i
Combining (25) and (26) and rearranging
DETECTOR
	Nt • ^	 f^11^n
fi 1"
	
54PIUC1 1 ( n,^ 	 L
4L 2 /Tc )	 I	 (I -^
	 1	 (27)
1 1.	 `L	 11	 J
For the hyirrid system, a heat balance on the solid
cryogen and radiawr yields
FA, ol1 i -141-^  II	 (281
M
and
cA^o('f1.'1 °1+t^,(l1 - I I )--oc P A P l1	 (29)
where we arc again only considering radiant heat transfer
to the primary cryogen, and conduction and heat pipe
inputs to the radiant cooler', In ad(tition, the temperature
drop along the heat pipe is neglected, i, e. T r = TI
Combining (25) Mid 1291
1
1	 a r 	 l
I^ I e • .	 e
r-	
t, 
I	 } ^r ) l a l4
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Conclusions
Heat pipes offer a number of practical advantages in
cryu,;cnic radiant cooler systems, llo wever, the para-
sitic heat loads to the heat pipes require ctioler sizes
larger ftin prescutlti used by NASA in the 80 - 100'K
temperature range. An uptirnum bcat pipe/radiant t-onler
will utilize heat pipes that are as ! mall as practical con-
sistent with satisfying tr:utsport requirement.. The "l-g"
test requirements will generally dictate the heat pipe's
design, Project, .l transport requirements for heat pipes
?n cryogenic NASA c •cK)lcrs are appruximately 3 w-m
This requirement along with Ili,, tie red to obtain meaning-
ful "1-g" test results leads to composite wick dcsignm .
Axial grooves might also be used but thew woul.l have to be
designed to provide 2-3 tint s more pumping in order to
avoid "1-g" puddlin„ wid obtain good test results in the
80 - 100'K range,
Nitrogen and oxygen ar^ the best fluids for operation
ower these tec.nperatures. An analysis was performed t^,
determine their performance n -itb an optimized composite
slab geometry. T1re c•omposito slab was sciccte •d over an
arterial design because it can pmwide more reliable
priming. Tlc:;ults of the analysis indicate that a 1•'27-cm
U. 1) • pipe will be required to meet the 3 w-m transport
with nitrogen. Although al . njximaluly 8 %v-m can be
obtained with this pipe at bu li, its performance becor..es
marginal at 95'K. Oxyr^:a on the otlier hand c • cin provide
an optimized per•for.nance of :,n v.-n. at eu'K which
decreases to 19 w-r! at 100°K : ith a 1.'27-cm pipe. Even
will, oxygen, ho%vv ­c,-. L'ce 3 w - :n requirement can be
sal' 'fled over the tomperu.ure range tiith pipe diameters
of 1. 0-c In oI , la rger.
K a 0 1 -1I)
of 	 I I
I1`^ru // c
l^
An analysis- of a solid cryugen,lacat pipe/radiant
cooler system shows that, for special applications, a
(301	 weight savings can be realized %when compared to a twu
stc-tge c•ryo i;, nic system. Alore design analysis is war-
ranted by this concept,
Lilu •ctions (Z71 and (:10) were used to estimate the
weight of the secondarw cryogen of a two sltgr cryogen
system, and to compare it to the radiator and heat pipe
aright of the L$4) id system. Tahle 1 shows the results of
these computations. Although the analysis presented here
is but a lint Cut at cwaluating llu •
 hybrid cooler system,
It appears from this table that for special applications the
system offers adcanhages over a two stage solid cryogenic
coo I r•
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